COMMUNITY NEWS

The Forum for History of Human Sciences will be held October 12. The annual meeting of the History of Science Society will be held October 3-6. Welcome to new officers: should I say "neww" or "newwe"? Welcome, do anyw.

MEETING AT HSS ANNIVERSARY
REPRESENTED SCIENCES WELLS
HUMAN

CREEDENTIAS FROM THE CHAIR

FOURM BUSINESS MEETING AGENDA
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The other would like to thank the following people for their...
PHS MEMBERSHIP COUNCIL

Jeffrey Masson, Ph.D.
P.O. Box 775
New Lenox, IL 60451
(708) 246-4524

Member, American Psychological Association

The Great Conversation

Information Age Update III

Thanks to the ever-learn Ben Harris for passing along the following:

Kohut, Letters Controversy

Jeffrey Masson, Revised?

PUBLICATION FOR BUSINESS REASONS.

Institution for Publishing

Section: Medical and Behavioral Science

History of Science

History of philosophy of Science

Conference on Science, Society and Technological Culture (2000)

Medicine (2000)
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